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From the Executive Officer 

Welcome to the Summer 2015 Edition of the AAA Newsletter.  

 

About two months or so ago I visited the North Lakes Coffee Group attended 

by about 20 or so. Coincidently on that day there were three members, one 

who had just had a birthday, one whose birthday was on that day and another 

whose birthday was in the following week. The group were quickly mustered 

together and three magnificent renditions of "Happy Birthday" were sung - 

loud and proud. It was a wonderful experience to witness everyone, aphasiacs 

and carers alike, joining in. 

 

I was reminded of that morning when I read the  four wonderful stories from 

members of the Stroke a Chord Choir you will find below. Bronwen Jones, the 

choir's convener, talks about the benefits enjoyed by all members of the choir. 

You will find Bronwen's contact details at the foot of the article so if you think 

the Stroke A Chord Choir could be for you or if you are looking for help in 

starting your own local choir don't hesitate to get in touch with Bronwen. 

 

On behalf of the AAA Management Committee, the State Branch Committee 

members and our fantastic volunteers at UQ and elsewhere I would like to 

wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Safe and Happy New Year. 

 

Best regards, Barry  
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Message from the Chair 
 

Dear AAA Members, 

 

As we approach another Christmas season, with all the joy, excitement and 

merriment that is part of the tradition, Wendy and I are delighted to extend 

Season's Greetings to all of the members of AAA, their extended families and 

friends, and the speech pathologists and allied health professionals that do so 

much for us all. 

 

May this happy holiday season end 2015 on a cheerful note and make way for 

a fresh and bright new year.  

 

Here's wishing you all: 

 

A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 

 

Best regards, 

Paul and Wendy Corp  
AAA Chair and Deputy Chair 
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Oh what a feeling! Singing with the 
Stroke a Chord choir: A voice for 

aphasia 
 

The Stroke a Chord choir began in 2010 in a suburb in Melbourne’s east. 

Wendy Lyons (a stroke survivor herself) noticed that people with aphasia in her 

stroke support group could sing. What better way to use your voice again than 

singing? With help from a team from Maroondah council metroaccess worker, 

a Yooralla CAN Speech Pathologist and researchers in Music and aphasia, the 

choir was underway. Five years on, the choir meets weekly to rehearse and 

provides joy, friendship, support and confidence to its members and their 

carers. The members all have aphasia. Despite different backgrounds, their 

experiences within the choir are similar. 

 

Henry’s story: I have been with the choir 

since it started. Most of the founding 

members came from Croydon stroke 

support group. I was a singer previously 

both in church and as a teenager. I am lucky 

as my aphasia isn’t as severe as some other 

members. My speech therapist told me this 

might be because I was left handed prior to my stroke so my language came 

back better than some others even though I had a left hemisphere stroke. I had 

been in the stroke support group for several years but the choir provides 

different benefits beyond the stroke support group.  I can’t tell you what it 

means to me. It is so great to express myself through an avenue I love. There is 
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tremendous fellowship. We are all in the same boat. We laugh and cry 

together. When people are down, others pick you up. We have concerts. Some 

are small ones and some for conferences and special events. We have one big 

annual concert in a 400 seat theatre. I used to be a confident person and after 

my stroke, with my speech difficulties, I had massive fears in rejoining society. 

The choir and the concerts helped me regain confidence and reduce my fear. 

  

Anne and Barry’s story: We heard 

about the choir at the Australian 

Aphasia Association conference in 

2010 and joined later in the year after 

we had been to the choir’s very first 

and very moving concert for family and 

friends. 

Anne: I love the singing. They are very nice people. All good people, including 

the carers. Everyone gets on well. Good. Wouldn’t miss. Come back early from 

holiday. Motivating. 

Anne and Barry: It is a really good 

opportunity for people with aphasia 

to get together.  Interacting with 

others with aphasia is good. They 

know how to talk to each other. 

People often talk too quickly and 

Anne says she can’t process what is 

being said and gets left out of conversations. Also, singing is a joyous event. 

There are no quitters in the group. They are all positive. There is a great feeling 

in the room when we get together. There is an attitude of “let’s get on with it”.  
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I have learned to play guitar and we have developed a small band as part of 

the choir. Having a new skill and being able to contribute to the choir is also 

very satisfying for me. At first I wasn’t very confident, but now I am more 

relaxed. The concerts have been a challenge. Some songs are difficult to play. 

There is something about being on stage that gives the choir members and the 

band a mental lift. We all feel we have accomplished something, entertained 

people. A real achievement It is also an opportunity for friends to come and 

see the choir sing and it really helps people appreciate what aphasic people 

have to deal with. The choir is peaceful but lighthearted. There is lots of 

humour. It is a great place to come to if you are not feeling great. A real mood 

changer.  

 

Erin’s story:   I heard about the choir from 

my speech pathologist. And the choir means 

the world to me I enjoy coming to the choir 

because the member have gone through the 

same thing as me and we can relate to each 

other’s problems/ issues. – the other choir 

members are so welcoming and are 

extremely friendly with how they greet each other. 

I have fun at the concerts I think they are great in showcasing our abilities and 

show the population that even though we had a terrible thing happen to us we 

are still alive and do virtually everything that other people can do. 
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The choir has inspired other social activities and new friendships: 

 Choir members meet for lunch each week at a local café. 

 Several choir members started a swimming group. 

 Some of the men go to a gym/exercise group each week together 

 The carers go out to dinner together on a regular basis 

 One member hosts a monthly coffee group at her home It is a mixture of 

people from choir and her aphasia group with a conversation topic set 

each month  

The choir members have other significant achievements apart from their 

singing: 

 A book called Voices where each member contributed their story of 

stroke and recovery 

 Research (Neurorehabilitation Journal) about the effects of a choir on 

people with aphasia 

 A short award-nominated documentary called Stroke a Chord produced 

by Fertile Films 

 A website and Facebook page 

 Given support to several other choirs for people with aphasia 

 Started an online discussion group (with California’s “Aphasia Tones”) to 

connect choirs  

For more information contact: 

Bronwen Jones. E-mail: bron.jones@yooralla.com.au  Mobile:0411079701 

  

mailto:bron.jones@yooralla.com.au
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SIGN UP ONLINE 

Good news! You can now sign up to be a member of AAA by 
clicking on the "Sign Up" button at the top of the page. 

Everyone is welcome to join the AAA and receive support! As 
a member of AAA, you will be contributing to helping us raise 
awareness for aphasia, so please sign up today! 

 

 
  

Email address 
 

If you have a article you would like to include in the 
newsletter please send to: 

 
stewkris@tpg.com.au 

 
Please email anytime and I will keep for the next edition 

 
 

mailto:stewkris@tpg.com.au
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Personal Stories 
 

What’s in a Word? 
By Claire Hanney 

 

 “Vocabulary enables us to interpret and to express. If you have a limited  

vocabulary, you will have a limited vision and a limited future”. – Jim Rohn 

 

Imagine waking up and finding that you can’t utter one word. You can’t say 

“thanks” or ask for a glass of water or say “I love you”. You can’t say what you 

would like to eat or wear, or what you want to do. You can’t express your 

feelings of anger, sadness or happiness. You can’t talk about a beautiful sunset 

or hearing the dawn chorus. 

 

That was me 11 years ago. In a flash everything in my world had changed. At 

age 48 I’d had a stroke and was left with no feeling or movement in my right 

side; and I had lost the ability to speak. 

 

I had always played active sports, with my fair share of injuries. So I wasn’t 

daunted by the lack of feeling and movement: exercises, practice and time 

would see me right. However, relearning to talk was another matter. 

 

At first I had no verbal communication at all. Then a few weeks after the stroke 

I managed to say “hello”. I was fortunate to be starting to speak again, but 

there were difficulties. Finding the word I wanted to say in my memory was 

challenging enough, but working out how to pronounce it even more testing. I 

needed to spell it, but couldn’t spell it without saying it. When I did manage to 
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speak the words, the ones in my head were often different from those I was 

verbalising. I couldn’t trust what I was saying. 

 

I made good progress to begin with, as I had no fear. I just wanted to 

communicate with others. Before long I could get by, despite some mistakes. 

I’d often substitute “she” for “he” or vice versa; and dates, numbers, and 

months really caught me out. Funnily enough, I could read a book in my head 

but couldn’t read it out loud. 

 

After a while, though, I became self-conscious of my mistakes. If I used any 

new or different words, my pauses and mispronunciations made conversations 

stilted. I couldn’t interject, because by the time I had worked out what words 

to use the conversation had moved on. I retreated, speaking less and less until 

I felt like a mouse in the corner with nothing to say. As my confidence 

diminished, my life became smaller and smaller until I felt as if I was locked in a 

world of my own. Nothing was tremendous, amazing, or fantastic let alone 

awesome or exciting. At best it was just “good”. It was always “good”, because 

people don’t want to be around you if it’s bad. I had lost all my confidence and 

enthusiasm, and no-one knew how I felt. 

 

Something needed to change, and I realised I had to move out of my comfort 

zone. This meant being vulnerable and embarrassed, as well as being afraid 

and scared of what people might think, say or do. I practised on family 

becoming adept at laughing at my mistakes. I continued to push the 

boundaries, my vocabulary increased, whereby films became entertaining or 

funny, sad or harrowing, not just “good”. I found that increasing my vocabulary 

improved my imagination, my thinking and how I felt. This in turn changed and 
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expanded my world and ultimately how I lived. The words I attached to my 

experiences became my experience. 

 

The negative monkey chatter in my head had been getting in the way of my 

recovery. Words have an energy associated with them, and I became aware 

that I had been overusing words such as “should”, “try”, and “hard”. “Should”, 

I realised has the energy of guilt; using words like could, would or choose 

proffered me possibilities. It’s better to use a definite “will” or “won’t”. You 

don’t just try to do something: you with do it or you don’t. “Hard” is 

immovable, like concrete; I prefer the word “challenging”, as this suggests the 

chance of achieving something. Using more positive words empowered me to 

move forward in my life. A new world began to open up. 

 

My speech is mostly automatic now, although I still have moments when I have 

to pause and search for words, or ponder how to pronounce them. Dates, 

numbers still baffle me when I’m tired. I have come to terms with the fact that 

I may at times say something different from what I believe I am saying, and if 

this happens I apologise and move on. Best of all, I have gained the confidence 

to speak in public, which I regard as a huge achievement for someone who 

once would rather be dead than speak the eulogy. 
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Sunshine Coast Aphasia Carer takes part in Gallipoli 
Widows’ Trip 
By Diane Melloy Follet 
 

In preparation for the Centenary of the Landing of Australian troops at Anzac 

Cove on 25th April 1915, the Australian Government invited the 115 surviving 

widows of World War I veterans to attend the Commemorative Services at 

Gallipoli as honoured members of the Australian VIP contingent. Among the 

four Queensland widows who made the 10-day journey was one of the 

foundation members of the Sunshine Coast Aphasia Group, Mrs Diane Melloy.  

The criterion for selection was appropriate good health. In all, ten ladies were 

able to accept the offer: the four Queenslanders, four widows from New South 

Wales, one from Victoria and one from Western Australia. 

 

Diane, aged 71 and the widow of Major Robert Melloy, was the youngest in the 

group. The oldest was Jean Pockett, 92, from Brisbane. The women were 

accompanied by personal carers of their own choosing, as well as an Army 

doctor, two nurses and personnel from the Department of Veterans’ Affairs. 

Lifelong friend Ruth Fulton went along as Diane’s carer. These two became 

known as “The Schoolgirls”. 

 

Qantas made available a QF100 jumbo jet named Fysh-McGuinness in honour 

of two Australian airmen who became founders of Qantas after the First World 

War. The airline also staged a gala farewell ceremony and afternoon tea for 

the group in a hangar at Mascot Airport in Sydney. There the ladies were 

introduced to the Qantas CEO, the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, the Prime 

Minister and the Governor-General. The event also included performances by 

the Australian Youth Choir, renowned didgeridoo player William Barton and 

singer Lee Kernaghan. 
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Both in Australia and Gallipoli, the ladies were the centre of a media frenzy, 

well organised and controlled by DVA personnel. Every aspect of the 

preparation and the voyage was calm and efficient, carried out with military 

precision and a minimum of fuss, for the comfort and safety of the ladies. 

 

After the Dawn Service in Gallipoli on Anzac Day, the VIP group was taken to a 

small country hotel on the Gallipoli Peninsula, where they were joined by HRH 

Prince Charles and HRH Prince Harry. Animated conversation and laughter 

ensued as two of the women, Ruth Littler and Jean Pockett, presented an 

Akubra to each of the Royals. Prince Harry thanked Mrs Littler with a cheeky 

peck on her cheek. 

 

Solemn ceremonies for Australia at Lone Pine and for New Zealand at Chanuk 

Bair followed, then a visit to the Turkish Memorial. 

 

The following day, the group had a private battlefield tour of the Gallipoli 

Peninsula. At several Commonwealth War Graves Cemeteries, the son of one 

of the ladies, Valarie Trevithick from NSW, played the National Anthem on his 

cornet and hymns chosen by the widows. Ann Beasley from Melbourne is the 

widow of a Lone Pine veteran.  

 

Diane documented the Life and Times of her husband in the book Time Will 

Tell: Memoirs of a Kangaroo Point Kid, published in 1993. When Bob Melloy 

died in 1995, he was “the last man” of his beloved 42nd Battalion AIF. Eighteen 

months later, Diane travelled alone to the battlefields of Flanders. There she 

was introduced to a Frenchman, Jacques Follet, founder and curator of a 

military museum in his village of Vieux-Berquin, which had been totally 

destroyed in April 1918. Mutual interests led to a close friendship, and Jacques 

and Diane married in December 1999. 
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In 2006 Jacques suffered a massive stroke in France and was hospitalised for 

eight months. He and Diane returned to live on the Sunshine Coast a year later.  

In 2010, Diane and Jacques were one of six couples who took part in a series of 

eight weekly sessions organised by Queensland Department of Health speech 

pathologists for persons with aphasia and their carers. When the series 

finished, the members of the group decided to continue meeting. The result 

was the Sunshine Coast Aphasia Group, which meets every second Monday of 

the month at Banjo’s Bakery Café (50 Plaza Parade, Maroochydore, Qld). 

  

The stories of the Gallipoli widows and their husbands 

who volunteered for The Great War tell of courage, 

loyalty, endurance, resilience and love. The Prime 

Minister described these women as “Keepers of the 

Flame”. Now Diane and the other carers are putting 

those same qualities to work in the service of spouses 

and family members fighting a different battle: the 

struggle to communicate. 

 

As well as the monthly gatherings at Banjo’s Café, the 

original group from the 2010 

Qld series of aphasia 

workshops get together 

regularly at the home of one 

of the couples. Here Diane is 

telling the group about her 

Gallipoli trip. Diane’s husband 

Jacques is at her left. 

 

1. Diane wears the outfit provided 

to all the ladies who participated in 

the Gallipoli trip 
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OLD BOTTLES – HISTORY AND MEMORIES 

NewCAG, the Newcastle Aphasia and Conversation Group 

 

Steve McNair, one of our group members, has collected some interesting 

bottles during his working years, mostly in Newcastle. We have been finding 

out more about them and sharing memories.  

DR MORSE’S INDIAN ROOT PILLS 

These pills were a very successful patent medicine. William Comstock founded 

the company in New York before 1833.   

 

It was made from herbs like aloe, mandrake and cayenne. It was claimed to 

help “cleanse the blood” and also  

 “to assist man when he overindulges in eating or drinking, and through lack of 

proper exercise, by helping renew his interest in life”. 

Adverts stated that these pills were very useful while travelling – by sea, train 

or car.  The pills can 

 “be used while at sea to ensure the regular working of the system” 

 help when the “liver becomes sluggish” 

 “keep the organs in perfect working order”. 

Steve says that there is a barn at Morpeth, NSW, advertising Morse’s Root 

Pills. 
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BARRY’S TRICOPHEROUS 

Barry's tricopherous was first made in the late 

1840s by "professor" Alexander C. Barry in New 

York.  He was a wigmaker and did not have a 

degree.  

The ingredients were: 97% alcohol, 1.5% castor oil, 

and 1% tincture of cantharides (“spanish fly”).  

Cantharides are small beetles – they are dried and 

crushed.  It is better known as an aphrodisiac.  

“Guaranteed to 

restore the hair to 

bald heads and to 

make it grow thick 

and fast” 

 

Cantharides were thought to stimulate the scalp by increasing the blood 

supply.  Barry claimed that pores of the scalp may get clogged - blood cannot 

feed the root.  Then you can get “dandruff, shedding of the hair, grayness, 

dryness and harshness of the ligaments, and entire baldness”.  

 

 Barry's Tricopherous was a good money spinner and was still made in the 20th 

century.  

None of us had heard of this but we all thought it would be good if it worked. 
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SCHOOL MILK 

This school milk bottle has a wide neck and holds “½ imperial pint”. 

 

All of us remember having milk like that at school with a tin foil lid.  Ron really 

enjoyed the milk but he remembers the bottle with a narrower neck.  Steve 

loved the cream at the top but Carol preferred to shake hers.  She also used to 

use them for a little vase for flowers.  Steve says that the milk for schools was 

stopped because the milk was going off. 

TORPEDO BOTTLE – G E REDMAN, NEWCASTLE  

 

Torpedo bottles have a round end to stop them from being stood up. They 

were usually used for soda water.  The idea was that the soda kept in contact 
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with the cork – this stopped the cork from shrinking.  If the cork shrunk, the 

bottle would lose pressure.  Bar workers liked these bottles – the consumer 

had to finish the beverage before the bottle could be laid down.  

CODD BOTTLE 

Steve found this bottle in Lambton, Newcastle. It was used for carbonated 

drinks.  It was made to enclose a marble and a washer in the neck.  The bottles 

are filled upside down - the pressure of the gas in the bottle forced the marble 

against the washer, sealing the bottle. 

This bottle is from the NSW Aerated Water and Confectionery Pty Ltd.  Steve 

says the factory was in Christo Road, Newcastle. 

YY FIRST FOR THIRST 

The Y.Y. Aerated Water Company was registered in Newcastle in 1921.   It 

made aerated waters and cordials.  Steve, Carol and Ron remember these 

small bottles of different flavoured sodas, like ginger beer, orange and 

lemonade.  Carol used to have them at her parties.  She had 5 pence to spend 

on her way back from school – she would buy a YY.  

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Codd bottle                 YY aerated water       Symington of Edinburgh 
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An advert of the time: 

The Management of the New 'Devonshire Coffee Lounge' has chosen 
'Y.Y.' Cordials and Mineral Waters’, 

manufactured and supplied by — 
Y.Y. AERATED WATER CO. LTD. 

1 UNION STREET, WICKHAM, NEWCASTLE Phone Newcastle 719 WINTER 
SPECIALS— y 'ORANGETTE' and 'LEMONETTE'” 

 

T. SYMINGTON ESSENCE OF COFFEE AND CHICORY 

Thomas Symington of Edinburgh was one of the leading manufacturers of 

coffee in Victorian times.  His company started in the second half of the 19th 

century.  He was the first person to develop an “instant coffee” – add boiling 

water to give “a cup of coffee in one minute”.  

The company also made coffee and chicory essence and a combination of 

coffee essence and condensed milk.  Later it also made dandelion coffee, with 

“health benefits”.  Carol remembers the coffee and chicory – she says it was 

not at all like the coffee we have now. 

The British Medical Journal (November 1880) wrote about a “new invention” of 

Symington’s essence of coffee. They wrote that the coffee has “great merit” 

and it “appears to preserve the strength and aroma of the bean with unusual 

success”. 

It also said that the coffee and milk product is very useful for “bachelors, or for 

yachting purposes, travellers, or wherever, it may be convenient” to make 

“good milk-coffee” using only boiling water.  Carol remembers this coffee and 

milk mixture – she says it was very sweet! 

Symington’s coffees were sold throughout the British Empire and won many 

prizes. Later, the liquid product was made into granules.    
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A F MOORE CORDIAL COMPANY 

Augustus Frederick Moore (later mayor of Newcastle) started one of NSW’s 

oldest cordial companies in 1876 at a site on the corner of Darby and Laman 

Streets, Newcastle. He emigrated from England to Maitland with his father in 

1854 and later moved to Newcastle. The company was later taken over by 

Coca Cola.  

The company made ginger beer, soda, sarsparilla (liquorice flavour), bitters, 

lime juice, lemon syrup, gingerette, lemonade, ginger ale, ginger punch and 

other assorted cordials. 

Steve liked the sarsparilla, Carol liked bitters but Ron preferred Coca Cola.  

Carol said that you used to be able to go to the factory in New Lambton and 

watch Coca Cola being made.  

 

Symington’s advert  A F Moore    AF Moore 
bottle 
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Branch News 
 
NSW News   
 

 
 
 
APHASIA  NSW 
 
  is hosting an APHASIA CONFERENCE in Sydney in 2016  
  
         WHERE;   Burwood RSL -  Shaftesbury Rd Burwood 
                  
                   WHEN:    Monday 16th May 2016 
 
Further information will be available later on our 
website 
                                 www.aphasiansw.com.au 
 
 
 
 

http://www.aphasiansw.com.au/
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NORWEST APHASIA GROUP (NAG!) 
 

We are in our second year of the Norwest Aphasia 
Group NAG and going strong!  We have 15 people with 
aphasia on our mailing list and average around 10 
participants (including partners) to our meetings.  
  
The aim of our group is to provide a network and a 
place to chat for people with Aphasia and their families.   
We are very friendly and welcoming!   
 
We have learnt a lot along the way so here are our TOP TIPS for starting a 
community Aphasia Group  
 

1. It works well if a person with Aphasia can plan the group with a Speech 

Pathologist. 

2. Choose a great venue.  We meet at Castle Hill RSL and it is easy to park 

and fully accessible.  We do ask them to turn down the noise a little in 

our area. 

3. Plan a conversation topic so people can prepare a little beforehand 

4. Have a good organiser who can email the plans so everyone knows what 

is happening 

5. No more than 15 people or it can become difficult to listen to everyone. 

6. Make sure the chairperson keeps it moving so everyone gets a turn 

7. Anything goes  - photos, iPads, partners – whatever helps people 

participate is fine.  

8. Have FUN.  The group should be a relaxed place for everyone.  

  
All enquiries about NAG can be directed to  
 
Bernard Chandra 
 (bchandra01@optusnet.com.au)  
 
or Colleen Kerr  
(colleenk.optimalsp@gmail.com)  
  

mailto:bchandra01@optusnet.com.au
mailto:colleenk.optimalsp@gmail.com
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News from New Zealand 
 

ANOTHER YEAR OF PROGRESS FOR RODNEY APHASIA GROUP INC. 

 

Our group is looking forward to celebrate achieving its ten year milestone on 

9th March 2016.   We started on 9th March 2006 when veteran speech 

therapist, Elle Glazer, called at Rod and Elaine’s home in Orewa, New Zealand.  

Her mission was to organize a demonstration from Rod on how he used the 

Fast For Word program developed by the University of California in 2004 to 

assist his aphasia.    Elle brought two aphasiacs, Bill Reece and Peter Kingston, 

that she had helped with their aphasia, to review the program which Rod had 

used since 2004.   We found later that all three of these aphasiacs had 

experienced their stroke in February 2003 – and all finished up in the North 

Shore Hospital.   They spent some two hours reviewing the computer program 

with Rod.  Bill decided to purchase it. 

 

At the end of that meeting Elle said to them – “you three appear to be getting 

on with your life with aphasia – why don’t you get together on a regular basis 

for mutual assistance”.   She offered to help us getting established. 

 

That was the start of the Rodney Aphasia Group.  The Group decided to meet 

at our centrally placed home in Orewa.  Elaine typed all our Minutes and 

correspondence for the first few years.  Our first formal meeting was held on 

Thursday, 4th May 2006 at 2.00pm with Rod Dennis, Bill Reece, Tom Rutter, 

Peter Kingston and Murray Higgie.    Rod acted as Covenor.    All five had 

experienced the shattering impact of Aphasia.   They came from quite different 

occupations.  Murray, the youngest had been very active in the motor vehicle 

industry.  Peter had been a prominent radio journalist, Bill was a very 
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2. Typical meeting of group at Orewa Rotary House, Silverdale 

experienced lawyer, Tom was a builder and Rod was running a huge Rotary 

malaria project in Vanuatu, having just retired as a Dairy Industry Consultant. 

 

The news moved quickly in our area and by the end of the year this small 

group had grown to 12.  By 2007 we had sixteen attending.  This really pushed 

the accommodation in Rod and Elaine’s home so the Group decided to seek 

larger premises.  After two other shifts for larger premises we have now 

finished up meeting at Orewa Rotary House in Silverdale.  This building is 

owned by the Rotary Club of Orewa Inc. who provided reduced rental for our 

Group.  Today our group has 70 some members with an additional 28 of Health 

Professionals and Associates contact list.  About half of our members have 

aphasia – the rest are carers and Associates. 

       

Our committee has 

currently nine 

members, including 

the Administrator.  

Current Chairman is 

Des Griffin, Vice 

President and 

Secretary is Elle 

Glazer,  Treasurer is 

Kathleen Brown plus five other members.  Our constitution specifies that a 

majority of the committee are required to be Aphasiacs.    Our founders 

insisted that people with aphasia, even they have serious communication 

problems, can contribute to running our group and need to be encouraged to 

help on our committee. 
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3. Chairperson Des Griffin awarding the Laurie Parker prize to Miriam Walters for 2014 

A major step forward in our Group was the appointment of our first part time 

Administrator in  2009.  That made a huge difference to the administration of 

our group  Fortunately we have enjoyed financial support of our Group.   Main 

support initially was from the Laurie Parker Trust – administered by the Rotary 

Club of Orewa.  It is specifically to assist victims of strokes and heart attacks in 

our Rodney District.   We subsequently have been granted assistance by our 

local and central Government specific assistance provided for health issues.  In 

more recent times we have received assistance by the Hugh Green Trust which 

has enabled us to finance some excellent programs to help people with 

aphasia. 

 

In our ten years of history it is sad to record that many of our earlier members 

have died.  This includes two of our charter members – Bill Reece and Tom 

Rutter.  Our current President lost his wife last year.   Many others members 

have died but new candidates keep on joining. 

 

At the death of our very early member, Jack Kurney, his family gave our group 

a donation which the then President, Peter Kingston, organized to establish a 

trophy to be passed on each year to the member who has helped the Group 

for that year.  This Laurie Parker prize is presented annually.    The winner for 

2014/15 year was Miriam Walters. 

 

She has done a superb 

job as carer for her son, 

Sharat.  She has done 

great work behind the 

scenes in helping run our 

monthly meetings.  She 
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4. Members perusing our library of books and pamphlets 

has participated in the Couples/family Therapy that Patty Govender and her 

staff have organized.    Miriam gave a brilliant address to the NZ Aphasia 

Conference in Wellington in 2013 on their experience on the Couples/Family 

Therapy that year. 

 

This year our Group has been involved in different types of therapy with 

aphasiacs.  One, using a qualified art therapist, Elaine Mathews Venter, has 

helped 12 of our members for this eight session course.  This course produced 

some quite stunning finished artwork as well as a lot of fun.  

 

Another interesting therapy option provided to members is a Rhythm and 

Drumming Course. 

 

Our group has continued to have the Couples/Family therapy and Brain Gym – 

both of which have been very helpful to members. 

 

We have co-operated with four New Zealand Universities over the decade.  

Many of our members have assisted on research programs on Aphasia. 

 

Our group established a library of 

books and pamphlets related to 

Aphasia.  Member are encouraged 

to take books home and return 

them at the next meeting.  Our 

librarians are fully kept busy 

putting up the library at each meeting and recording all borrowings. 

 

We look forward, with confidence, to the next decade. 

Contributed by Rod Dennis – Charter President – Rodney Aphasia Group Inc. 
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Get involved! 
 

 Write an article for the next edition 

 Write a poem or story for the next edition 

 Tell us about your next event. 

Liability Statement 
The AAA is happy to advertise events. Unless stated, events have not been organized by 
the AAA. The AAA is not responsible for these events. 
 
Publication Disclaimer 
The AAA is not responsible for the information published or views expressed in this 

newsletter. The AAA is not liable for information provided.  Articles may be edited at the 

editor’s discretion 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Visit our website: 

  
www.aphasia.org.au 

   

or   
   

Contact us: Post: PO Box 6104, 

 

 St. Lucia, QLD, 4067 

  
Phone: 1800 APHASIA/1800 274 274 

  
Email: questions@aphasia.org.au 

 
 

This newsletter has been printed courtesy of 

SADI. 

Thank you SADI for your assistance. 

 


